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 From the MD’s Desk:
Dear Suvidhites,

This month has passed by quickly. I am getting familiar with the functioning of the
organization. The Board and some residents have been very supportive. I am sure with
your cooperation, we can take big strides.
The open house was very productive. The suggestions from residents have been taken
up by the board seriously.
Very soon we will finalise a plan to have our employees resident in the staff quarters
helping our residents during emergencies. Resident shareholders can also volunteer, if
they wish, to be on the list to help other residents during emergencies.
For reasons best known to themselves, authorities in the DC’s office have referred the judgement from the
Tribunal regarding the 3 acre land, to their legal cell for opinion. The tribunal functions like a court and its decision
is final. While this referral may not be a big hindrance, it will delay matters.
We have had some progress in the solar project front. We have progressed to a stage where we are awaiting an
inspection from the BESCOM engineers. Soon after this the final permission to connect to the grid is expected.
After due discussion, we are in the final stage of assigning specific duties to the directors. This will help in
streamlining the function of the Board. Once finalised. We will be communicating the ‘portfolios’ of directors to all
the shareholders.

Regards,
Shobhini.
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 Event Highlights:
17-10-2017: Deepavali Celebrations
This year Deepavali Celebrations were held at the clubhouse with a spirit to observe Swaccha Suvidha
aspirations. The ladies took active part in conducting many sports events for the staff as well as the residents
of the village. This year the sport event for the seniors was restricted to Passing the Parcel. The celebration
at Suvidha was concluded with lighting few flower pots and distribution of sweets and gifts to the participants
and the guests. All the Staff and shareholders enthusiastically participated in the program. We thank Dr.
Ashoka Gurudas for graciously sponsoring the gifts for all the sports events. We also thank Dr. Lakshman for
the photos of the sports events.
Click on link for more photos - https://photos.app.goo.gl/Qmr577VfEIAU1khM2

19-10-2017: Lighting the Suvidha Lake
Members of the Sunset Club organised a unique and beautiful “Lighting the
Lake” programme. During the lighting programme the residents were helped to
participate in the program. The function commenced with Prayers. Residents are
thankful to Mrs Vasanthi Nayak and her vibrant team for rendering soulful prayers
at "Manjula Gaana Mantapa." Soon after the prayers, Residents walked to the
bank of the confluence of stream coming from Vajramuneshwara Temple and our
lake, where lamps were lit and floated. It was a wonderful evening and once in a
life time experience. It is a commendable job done by Mrs Vasanthi Nayak and
Team in rendering the Prayer, idea mooted by Dr KS Shekar, the support
extended by Sunset Club and one and all.
Click on the link to view all photos: https://photos.app.goo.gl/GEVfjWAKG333y1hG2
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21-10-2017: Movie “Summer Holidays”
st

The weekend English Movie “Summer Holidays” movie was screened on 21 October in our Club House. It
was a hilarious movie that was thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. Our hearty thanks are due to Mrs.
Vasanthi Nayak and Mr. P K Nayak of # 167 who sponsored the movie and the snacks for the evening.
29-10-2017: Shooting of Kannada movie “Manassinata”

NIKETHAN CINEMAS belonging to Mr. D Manjunath, the psychiatrist residing at # 131 conducted shooting of
Kannada movie “Manassinata” at our Village. The movie is about the growing distance between the grand
parents and the grand children and the loss of old and trusted values of bondage. Renowned senior artist Mr.
Dathathreya or “Dattanna” enacted the role of the senior citizen along with a group of children. During
shooting of the concluding scenes, some of the seniors from the village joined and enjoyed the shooting.
01-11-2017: Kannada Rajyothsava Celebrations
st

On 1 November 2017 Suvidha wore a festive look. It was Yellow and Red all over the place, reason being
nd
celebration of 62 Karnataka Rajyothsava at our Village organized by Sunset Club. The rains in the early
morning did not dampen the spirit of Suvidhites. It was "Pomp and Show" from morning till night. Sunset Club
takes this opportunity to "Thank Suvidha Management and Staff" for their whole hearted support extended in
conducting the festival. Sunset Club also thanks all the volunteers and participants for their wholehearted
support and encouragement.
Morning Session commenced with serving of delicious breakfast of Benne Dose, Khara bath and Kesari
bath to all - Suvidhites, Staff and their friends and relatives. Later Goddess Sri Bhuvaneshwari was taken in a
procession up to our main gate led by a vibrant Dance (Tamate Dance) by Spoorthi Kala Troupe. On
completion of the procession, Kannada Flag was hoisted by Brig (Retd) Pardhasaradhy of Cottage # 84. The
Drum Beat and dance continued till 11.00 AM. At 12.30 PM a nice and tasty lunch of Tomato Bath, Curd Rice,
Masala Vade and Payasa was served to all. Here are the links to photos and video taken on this occasion.
Photos by Mr. CB Prabhakar , Cottage 119 - https://photos.app.goo.gl/cH7BuV9uNSYel79n1
Video by Dr. M. Mohan Rao, Cottage 114 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpuGgm8YiSw

Evening Session - If morning session was "treat to the eyes" the evening session was for our ears. It was
great experience to hear the soulful rendering of Kannada Bhavageethe, Janapada Geethe and old songs by
Savigana Troupe. Here is the link to photos taken on the occasion.
Photos by Mr. CB Prabhakar , Cottage 119 - https://photos.app.goo.gl/3R3cDtQOM8db10wi2

The village residents and all the shareholders thank the Sunset Club and the organizers for presenting a great
program on the Karnataka Rajyothsava Day.
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08-11-2017: Movie "Hum Dono"

The movie is "Hum Dono," a Hindi Black & White movie of 150 minutes duration. The
movie was screened in the Club House Banquet Hall of Suvidha. The movie was very
much appreciated by all the audience. Our hearty thanks are due to Mrs. Shanthi
Shenoy & Mr. Ramachandra D Shenoy of Cottage # 127 who sponsored the movie and
snacks on this occasion.
Hum Dono (Hindi): हम दोनों; Both of Us) is a 1961 Hindi film produced by Dev Anand
and Navketan films. Amarjeet is credited as the film's director, but producer and star
Dev Anand claimed that it was his brother Vijay Anand, who directed the film, based on
his own script. The film stars Dev Anand in a double role, and also has Nanda,
Sadhana Shivdasani and Leela Chitnis. The film is also known for its music by Jaidev
and became a box office hit.

11-11-2017: Movie "Going In Style"

The movie "Going In Style," is a comedy English Movie with subtitles of 96 minutes
duration. It was screened in our Club House Banquet Hall of Suvidha. The movie was
sponsored by Mr. Veeranna Chigateri of # 105-106. Our grateful thanks are due to him
for this fine gesture.
Going in Style is a 2017 American heist comedy film directed by Zach Braff and
written by Theodore Melfi. A remake of the 1979 film of the same name, it stars Morgan
Freeman, Michael Caine, Alan Arkin, Joey King, Matt Dillon, Christopher Lloyd, AnnMargret and John Ortiz, and follows a trio of retirees who plan to rob a bank after their
pensions get cancelled.

14-11-2017: Bisibela Bath Feast
All the residents in the village were cordially invited to a Bisibela Bath Feast,
th
hosted by Brigadier Pardhasaradhy, cottage # 84 on Tuesday, the 14 Nov, noon.
There was also a very interesting and informative film show called "History of
India Part I" for about an hour. The programme was very well attended and the
lunch turned out to be fantastic and mouth wateringly delicious. The canteen staff
deserves a hearty commendation for giving us this tasty lunch. Of course, our
grand old man, Brigadier Pardhasaradhy deserves nothing short of a warm
hearty hug for coming up with such wonderful ideas !!!!

 Suvidha On The Move :
1. Clubhouse water seepage Problem :
a. On 14th. October 2017 : Rain water started seeping from the floor of Conference hall at a rapid rate. It
was a week end and our house keeping staff had a tough time draining out the water seeping in rapidly.
Technical committee members and other seniors including Mr. Sathymurthy Subbarao, Prof. K. Jaisim,
Mr. Bapu Somashekar inspected and suggested the remedial measures.
th

b. On Sunday the 15 Oct under the supervision by Mr. A Vaidyanathan and Mr. Sam of # 185B cleared the
drain and the trench adjacent to the wall and created another parallel trench to prevent water seeping into
the hall. The Sunday breakfast was served at an alternative space in the banquet hall.
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On 2 November; civil work was undertaken as a permanent solution, the drain adjacent to the wall was
extended up to the upper edge so that the rain water from the club house roof will drain out without any
stagnation.

2. Open House Programme :

a. Ms. Shobhini Ashok Gurudas chaired the open house programme on 26th October 2017 and conducted
the proceedings. At the outset she stressed the importance of conducting monthly open house
programme earnestly so that it will become an interactive platform to discuss the common issues and
exchange ideas and approaches to solve the issues. She further elaborated that the new format of the
open house discussion will be an issue based programme like, discussions on Assisted Living Care and
24/7 management of Health centre and the Water treatment issues etc. In addition some part of the
programme will be discussing the issues from Kitchen Committee and Landscape committee with the
participation of the committee members instead of having a separate committee meetings.

b. The MD announced the appointment of Mr. A Vaidyanathan as a Board of Director in place of Dr.
Rangaraj who resigned on health grounds. She clarified that Mr. Vaidyanathan will be a resident director
as well as the convener of the Members Committee. On behalf of the Suvidha Board, the MD thanked Dr.
Rangaraj for his valuable services rendered to Suvidha.

Mr. A Vaidyanathan, 59, is an early investor in SUVIDHA, and is now a
Permanent Resident of the village (cottage # 89-90). He is a Mechanical
Engineering graduate from UVCE, Bangalore University and an MBA from IIM,
Bangalore. Mr Vaidyanathan has been a serial entrepreneur and holds multiple
patents (US, Australian and Indian) in his name. He has over 3 decades of
comprehensive experience in various functions in business and industry and
has held senior management positions including as Managing Director of
companies. Mr. Vaidyanathan's latest venture is Personal Air Quality Systems
Pvt. (PAQS). He has been conferred AMULYA Award by Govt. of
Karnataka. He and PAQS have been featured in leading Indian &
International media including Wall Street Journal, India Today, Deccan Herald,
Pioneer, and Business Standard. He was a member of the Board of Suvidha
between 2012 and 2014.
3. Thanks to Mr. SVS Sastry , a resident director, who has donated a HP Pavillion Media Smart model dv3500
Laptop in good working condition to the Suvidha Office. The laptop has been completely reformatted and it is
now as good as new !



Suvidha Family News:

It is with a heavy heart that we share the sad news of the untimely demise of Ms. Prachi
Desai, (Cottage#55) on 5-11-2017. She has been unwell for quite sometime. Recently, it
necessitated to hospitalise her for better care under specialist guidance. Her family
members were duly informed of the situation whereupon few family members came to
Suvidha and were involved in the treatment and medications prescribed by specialists. We
express our condolences to the bereaved family members.
May her soul rest in peace!
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Suvidha Talent Corner:
Under this banner, we introduce to our readers, the contributions of our Suvidha
family members who have developed substantial special skill-sets as hobbies. Hope
you will all enjoy such presentations. We welcome all such talented members to
participate in this endeavour.
o

Paintings: Dr. Narayanan R, is a popular gynecologist and a resident of
Cottage No. 107 at SUVIDHA. Dear readers, you have enjoyed some of his
paintings over the past two years. They were captioned under the heading,
"Flora of Suvidha". We thank Dr. Narayanan R for sharing his paintings with all of us.
A Word from the Artist: Dear Suvidhites, it has been my pleasure to contribute my paintings to the Suvidha
News Letter for over 2 years. Sharing these paintings with you has been my unique privilege. I must thank
those of you who expressed appreciation.
As a culmination to these floral series, I have made collages of my paintings which are being printed in the
following issues. I am attaching the second collage of my floral paintings for the November issue of our News
letter.
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Birds of SUVIDHA: This is a series of beautiful and at times stunning
pictures of birds that are either resident of or visitors to our Village. Mr.
Ashok Dey, a permanent resident of SUVIDHA since November 2010, has
been able to photograph as many as 109 different species of birds in the
Village.

BLACK-HEADED IBIS
The Black-headed Ibis aka the White Ibis is a marsh bird and widespread resident in the sub-continent and
Myanmar, generally seen in freshwater marshes, tanks, lakes, flooded grassland, paddy fields, tidal creeks
and mud-flats.
It is a local migrant and visits our Village only when the level of our lake drops considerably, reducing it almost
to a marsh before the onset of the southwest monsoon.
Measuring 75 cm from beak to tail, it is a large white bird with a naked black head and neck. It has a long,
stout, black curlew-like bill curved downwards. Both sexes look alike.

It walks about briskly on marshy land and probes with its bill into soft mud, keeping its mandibles partially
open like forceps, looking for fish, frogs, other water creatures and insects. Very often it is seen feeding in
shallow waters, momentarily submerging its head from time to time.
Like storks and spoonbills it lacks true voice-producing mechanism and is mostly silent uttering peculiar
ventriloquial grunts while nesting.
In the south it nests from November to February. The nest is a platform of twigs, usually amongst mixed
heronries on tress standing in or growing on the banks of water bodies.
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Butterflies of SUVIDHA: India has over 1,500 species of butterflies. Mr. Ashok Dey, a permanent
resident of SUVIDHA since 2010, has been able to photograph and identify 59 species of butterflies inside our
Village until now. Our Newsletter will carry this series comprising pictures and descriptions of butterflies of
SUVIDHA.

GRASS DEMON
With a wingspan of 40-48 mm, the Grass Demon (Udaspes folus) is distributed in the south and up to
southern Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh to the Northeast, in Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri Lanka. While it prefers deciduous and semi-evergreen forests it visits gardens
for flowers and to lay eggs on food plants. It is abundant during the monsoon, but is also seen on the wing in
February-March and May to October. It flies up to 1,500 m in the foothills of the Himalayas and up to 2,400 m
in the hills of South India.

Its flight is fast, erratic and winding and it tends to fly avoiding stark sunlight in areas where the light filtering
through foliage is dappled. Hence it is hard to visually follow it while in flight. Belonging to the Skipper
family, this butterfly's larval hosts are plants that are relatives of ginger and turmeric, that are commonly
cultivated in gardens. it is a nectar-lover and its long proboscis helps in obtaining nectar from flowers with long
corolla tubes viz. vinca rosea and lantana.
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Readers’ Corner :
Liberty and Intellectual Freedom in ancient India
Some Random Thoughts
Courtesy: Dr. T. S. Rukmani, PhD, Dlitt., Resident of Suvidha Village, Cottage # 73-74
(Presently, the author is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada.)

I was reading Sundar Sarukkai’s thoughtful article in the Hindu (June 1, 2017) titled “Pride in
Prejudice” which emphasized the point as to how we are all prisoners of our own prejudices. This
recalls Gadamer’s mention of the prejudices one starts with in his book Truth and Method (pp. 6873). How one is brought up, the friends one moves with and many other extraneous factors
shape our thinking and constitute eventually one’s own personality. Of course in the course of
growing up one does modify some of these prejudices but there is a core which is very difficult to
shake off. I would also like to add that the kind of literature one reads also determines the kind of
value system that gets ingrained in one’s mind. I have no statistics to back up this claim but my
observation of students in my long career of teaching in different academic institutions leads me
to this conclusion. Language is a powerful conveyer of ideas and values and the language in
which books and literature is written invariably conveys the culture of that particular culture.
Literature assumes an implied audience and caters to that audience.
Thus I have seen students pursuing Honours courses in English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Bengali, Tamil and other classical
languages tend to understand and respect the cultural values of the people who speak the language in which the
respective literature is written. Thus a liberal education where there is representation of literature in various languages as
a foundation course in Universities along with the specialization one chooses, is a desideratum in our educational system.
A liberal education can perhaps help in turning out mature individuals who can shape the character of a nation. Then of
course one runs into the difficulty of defining what the word liberal stands for.
There are many ways in which one understands the term liberal. The most common understanding of a liberal is
“someone who believes basically in the freedom of expression”. But as Fareed Zakaria pointed out during his
commencement speech at Bucknell University the other day it also stands for “according the same freedom of expression
to others and listening to views and opinions that need not agree with one’s own point of view.” Freedom to express one’s
opinion comes with the assumption that one listens to the other person’s views even when it does not agree with one’s
own point of view and further it also mandates that one needs to reflect whether that other person’s view has any merit in
it at all. This is another way of saying that one has the patience to listen to differing views on the same topic without
thrusting one’s own view on to others.
Let us contrast that with Donald Trump’s action at the NATO meeting in Brussels this year. One was shocked to see
Donald Trump, the president of the USA, pushing aside the Prime Minister of Monte Negro to come into the front row
perhaps for a photo op and looking pleased with himself for doing so. This is beyond the comprehension of any sane
person. While Zakaria talks of a culture of mutual respect and tolerance for diverse views we have Donald Trump
aggressively and unabashedly establishing the right of the individual to push oneself against all odds and to care less for
anyone who crosses his path.
We see individual aggrandizement being played out in our media and somehow the impression is gaining ground that it is
OK to follow one’s nose towards one’s goal smashing every other obstacle on the way. In this philosophy the end is what
matters and any means to achieve one’s end is OK making Gandhiji’s philosophy of means being as important as the end
stand on its head. While the European enlightenment ushered in the importance of the individual it did not abandon
reason in its wake. But the new brand of individuality one sees spreading all over the world including India is the Trump
kind of aggrandizement.
How does a country choose its policy when faced with this new paradigm? It is here that one falls back on one’s own
heritage and culture and tries and draws some lessons from that pool for leading a fairly harmonious life in society. We
find articles published on the same theme of the strength of one’s culture from time to time in mainstream newspapers
and it struck me that we Indians could fall back on the wisdom and culture that has come down to us through the ages
and draw inspiration from them to tackle some of the present day problems. But what is the definition of culture in the first
place? I remember reading somewhere that “The utilitarian enterprise of dominating the forces of nature” is civilization
while “The disinterested idealist task of realizing values” is culture. ‘Values’ is thus a loaded and simultaneously a vague
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term which needs to be deconstructed within the context one is dealing with which, in our case, is an average life of a
Hindu.
First and foremost in the list of values is to practice ‘Intellectual Freedom’ which seemed to govern ancient India at least in
some important areas. I am not trying to state that everything was great in ancient India and there were no conflicts and
upheavals at that time. Surely no society is totally free of all pinpricks but how one resolves them is the point at issue.
Today in large parts of the world including India intellectual freedom as defined above in the Human Rights Charter is
enshrined in their respective constitutions. But what is noteworthy is that even when western societies were still living in
barbaric conditions there is evidence to show that these ideas of freedom of expression and thought were present in Vedic
society. The famous verse samgacchadhvam, samvadadhvam etc., calls for people to come together and exchange views
harmoniously. The rise of dissenting schools of thought like Jainism, Buddhism, Pancaratra, Kapalika, Carvaka etc., and
their coexistence in society along with Vedic ideas, points to a milieu that allowed freethinking and intellectual freedom. In
this context one is then automatically led to make comparisons with Socrates in Greece being accused of corrupting the
minds of youth or of Galileo in Europe in later times denounced for going against the cosmological theories of the bible.
Religion has always been a contentious issue in all societies throughout the world from time immemorial. How one arrives
at the resolution of multiple voices regarding the nature of ‘reality’ is an important issue in peoples’ lives and can inform us
about the underpinnings of a culture. In ancient India one can see that different views vie for space in the intellectual map
and each one of them is listened to with respect. What finally determined the choice was the one that probably appealed
to the greatest number of wise people. One notices that there was: (1) the freedom to hold many religious views on the
concept of ultimate reality (2) a holistic vision wherein all that exists in the universe command equal consideration and (3)
a willingness to admit that one cannot know for certain some of the higher metaphysical principles and the ultimate
meaning of life. The first avoided religious conflicts and created an atmosphere for later religions like Buddhism and
Jainism to appear which questioned the very authenticity of the Vedas. The second holistic vision was at the basis of the
environmental and ecological ethics which in my view also led to rethink the act of animal sacrifice and also paved the
way for the introduction of vegetarianism. These are all ideas which the world has started to recognize in the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. And the third which acknowledged the inability to know for certain the larger meaning
of life and its metaphysical foundations enabled different schools of philosophy to exist side by side each propounding its
own version of the meaning of life. It is amazing to see that what is enshrined in the Declaration of Human Rights was
basically part of the Vedic worldview.
It is important to note that the foundations of Indian culture were arrived at not blindly, but by a combination of faith and
reason and perhaps intuition born out of continuous reflection on the mysteries of life and one’s place in it.
I would like to draw a distinction between the date of the Rgveda (RV) for instance and the thought process which must
have antedated the codification of those mantras by a long time. Even by the most conservative reckoning the RV can be
dated to by about 2500 BCE. What strikes one in the RV is the absence of a tacit acceptance of a religious or
philosophical idea, based purely on blind faith. There is a sustained effort to arrive at foundations after exploring the many
dimensions of a problem. It is this fact, perhaps, that led E.W.F.Tomlin to say that “Indian thought arrives at subtleties of
distinction so varied and acute that the uninitiated and unprepared reader may well receive the impression that Indian
philosophers enjoy the use of half a dozen intellects instead of one.”
The vedic rishis were conscious of the divine essence present in all the devas, some of whom were imagined as the
natural phenomena and others were not. What is important to bear in mind is that each of the devas is also the Supreme
Being and therefore the Vedic religion contemplates the One in the Many and the Many in One.
We have the famous statement “ekam sat viprāḥ bahudhā vadanti” in the first maṇḍala; the same sentiment being
rd
th
rd
repeated in the 3 maṇḍala as the One all (3.54.8) and also in the refrain of the 55 hymn in the 3 maṇḍala i.e. mahad
devānām asuratvam ekam (great and single is the divinity of the gods). Surely this profound observation could only have
come about by deep thought and reflection. What the r̥ṣis were striving at was to arrive at a perfect concept of the divine
essence or in other words, to free the idea of divinity from all error.
Not only was there one single truth but there was also one single r̥ta which governed the physical and moral order of the
universe. In fact the words Sat, Satya and R̥ta were interchangeable. An intellectual engagement is possible if there is an
atmosphere that encourages contemplation and freethinking. We get ample evidence in the RV for the presence of a
tradition of free thinking and questioning as well as an adaptability to changing social conditions. After all it is the courage
to think freely and to question existing beliefs that is the basis or is the beginning of philosophy. As examples of free
thinking and questioning we can cite the famous hymn which ends with the refrain ‘which deva shall we adore with our
oblation’(kasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema).(10.121). So also the nāsadīya sūkta (called the Creation hymn) (RV.X.129)
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crosses all boundaries in asking the most difficult questions regarding the ultimate truth. Is it existence or non-existence
asks the seer and of course ends by stating “Who verily knows and who can here declare it, whence it was born and
whence comes this creation.” The next line is even more bold when the r̥ṣi continues ‘No devas had then been born- who
then can ever the truth disclose’? Thus even the devas are not the ultimate beings but are considered to be later.
The Vedic r̥ṣis have speculated on different models of the ultimate truth such as pantheism, monotheism, monism and
sometimes the r̥ṣi lapses even into skepticism in the RV. The beginnings of the idea that the ultimate being is both a
transcendent and an immanent truth is expressed in the puruṣa sūkta. We have another model of creation in the
Yama/Yami sūkta which speculates on the origin of the world in terms of the worldly model. The importance of these
varied intellectual speculations demonstrate the willingness to listen and then accommodate different ideas when there is
no serious clash of ideologies.
We have a model of peaceful coexistence in our ancient heritage. Surely this model can be a guiding principle for present
day Indians to learn to lead a harmonious life in a community where there are people having divergent views.

***@@@***
Different Filters ......... Distorted Perceptions.
Compiled by Dr. P M Chandrasekhara, Cottage # 75

What we see, when we watch people, depends on the filter we
use in our window – a filter called the mind. It is the colour of
that filter that affects our perceptions. The world we see is not
the actual world. It is a world that is coloured by the filter we
employ in our window called the mind.

The great epic, the Ramayana was originally written by the Rishi Valmiki. Based on his version many started writing
different versions of the Ramayana. One such version was by Thulasidas. It is believed that after writing all episodes,
Thulasidas was reciting it word by word to Anjaneya and he was attentively listening to each verse. On one occasion, it
was Anjaneya himself who was one of the characters. “He goes to Ashokavana and sees Sita there” – thus goes the line.
Until then, Anjaneya did not dispute anything that Thulasidas had written. But when Thulasidas recited how Anjaneya saw
white glowers falling from the Ashoka Tree, he objected to it. “I saw red coloured flowers, how could you see that they
were white? He argued. Thulasidas however, stood by his verse, harping on the fact that the flowers were white. They
went to Lord Rama to resolve the issue. After patiently listening to both of them, Rama said that they both were right. How
could that be? Rama clarified that Anjaneya went with anger in his eyes and hence the white flowers looked red through
prism of his anger fuelled eyes. The original colour, as narrated by Thulasidas was white. Anjaneya had the filter of anger
in his eyes that made the colour appear as red.
In Mahabharatha, different characters used different filters and each one was thus justified in his stand based on the
perception he or she had towards the persons or things they come across. It was with the filter of bondage towards his
sons that king Dhritharastra sided with his son Duryodhana in all his actions, even though the latter was wrong in his
approach towards his brothers, the Pandavas. It was with the filter of contempt that Duriyodhana meted out all his actions
against the Pandavas. It was filter of hatred towards Hastinapura that all the actions of their uncle Suguni {Shakuni} were
based upon, It was with the filter of loyalty towards his motherland that pithamaha Bheeshma acted, irrespective of
whether his actions were right or wrong. It was with the filter of affection towards his son, Ashwathama that Dronacharya
pinned all his actions. It was with filter of gratitude towards his friend Duryodhana that Karna acted. It was with the filter of
vengeance towards his early childhood friend King Dhrupada that Dhrona made all his moves. The entire epic of
Mahabharatha centres around different perceptions due to the varied filters employed by the major characters.
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A newly married couple were staying in an apartment in a new neighbourhood. On their first day in the apartment, when
they were having breakfast, the wife saw her neighbour hanging out the washed clothes. The wife exclaimed “See the
laundry! It is not clean. She either does not know how to wash or she does not use the right washing powder…” Not a
day passed without these comments. Every time when he heard this, the husband’s response to his wife’s observation
was complete silence.
One Sunday, after eating breakfast the husband got up earlier than his wife. A little later after breakfast the wife got up;
she called her husband with lot of excitement and said, “See our neighbour’s laundry is very clean today. At last she has
learnt to wash them properly”.
This time the husband spoke. He said, “I got up earlier after breakfast today and cleaned our window pane. It was very
dirty”.
This is true for so many of us. What we see, when we watch people or things, depends on the filter called mind. It is the
colour of that filter that leads to our perceptions. The world we see is not the actual world. It is a world that is coloured by
the filter we employ in our window called mind. The lady in the above example looked at her neighbour with the filter of
criticism and complained. Before we criticize others, it may be a good idea to check our state of mind and ask ourselves
whether our window is clean or coloured with any biased attitude. Most of us are wearing a coloured glass with our own
prejudices and see the world through that coloured window.
A husband or wife with suspicion as the colour of the filter, will always look into each and every act of the other with
suspicion. A child having filter of frustration towards his or her working parents will always think they don’t care for him/her.
A manager who has a filter of indifference towards his/her subordinate will always find fault with the latter. A worker with
the filter of a negative attitude towards the management will act with disloyalty. A citizen who has the filter of a cynical
attitude towards his government will view each and every act of the government as cheating however good it may be. A
political party which has a jealous attitude towards another will find fault with each and every act of the other, however
genuine it may be. A jaundiced eye will see the entire world as yellow. An angered eye will see the world as red. It is not
the true colour of the world which we see, but through the filter we employ.
It is not that one uses only one filter all the time. Sometimes, we use a particular filter and on another occasion, we use an
entirely different one, depending upon the relationship with the person or situation concerned. A supervisor who blames
his boss is using a filter of subordination; but when he finds fault with his worker, he is using filter of authority. A daughterin-law uses the filter of favour with her own mother, and the filter of contempt for her mother-in-law. The converse is also
true. A mother-in-law who suppresses her daughter-in-law uses the filter of authority while the same lady uses the filter of
affection for he own daughter. A central government employee uses the filter of contempt when he points out the poor
services of a state government employee; by the same token, a state government employee looks at a central
government department with the filter of a blame game. When it is turned against him, he uses the filter of defence.
Instances like these happen all the time in our day-to-day life.
It is not the world that has to be changed; it is the way we look at the world that needs to be changed… It is not the world
we have to change but the filters we employ on various occasions needs a change.
When the king was suffering from a specific disease, his health advisor told him to change everything he saw into green.
The King ordered his minister to arrange for everything to be turned green. A saint, on hearing this, came to the king and
asked him, “Why are you spending so much money to make changes? Why don’t you wear spectacles with green lenses;
it will make everything appear green.” The king realised the wisdom of the saint’s words and did accordingly. Instead of
changing the world, it is better to change oneself.
An old man on his deathbed was surrounded by all his relations. He was asked to share one piece of advice that the
others could follow. He said “When I was twenty, I ventured to change the world. Only when I turned forty did I realize that
it was a futile attempt. Then I thought that I could try to change my own country. I reached sixty without any success. Then
I spent another twenty years attempting to change my village and family without any result. It is only now I realise that I
should have changed myself. It is a late realisation. Dear children don’t repeat my mistake. Change yourself first.”
If everybody starts changing himself or herself, the whole world will change. This is the greatest lesson we have to learn in
this world.
A learned person was teaching his students. He asked one student to hold a cup of coffee in his hand. He asked another
student to go and dash against his shoulder. The second student did as instructed and the coffee splashed onto floor. He
asked the students why the coffee had splashed onto the floor. Every one gave the same answer: that one student had
shoved the other student who was holding a cup of coffee; he shook the other students shoulder, hence the coffee
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spilled, etc. The learned man was not convinced. He probed further and explained that it was not shaking of the
shoulder or shoving of the person that splashed the coffee; it was for the simple reason that there was coffee in the cup
and that alone splashed outside. Only what is inside will splash. He summarised that when life shakes you or pushes
you, what is inside will splash out. If it is joy, love, kindness or compassion, it will come out. If it is anger, jealousy or
hatred, that will come out. What is inside is more important.
The colour of the filter that is inside us will only come out through our actions. So, let us all use only positive and optimistic
filters. Doing so will make the world a beautiful place, besides making us happier.
Acknowledgement: Excerpts from : Different Filters… Distorted Perceptions …Harihara Mahadevan M:
Infinite thoughts : Vol. 6; Issue 7, October 2017 : P 78 to 81.
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Door-Delivery Service Providers for Suvidha :

o
o

VEGETABLES
Healthy Farm Fresh: For vegetables and fruits: Contact: Mobile: 9632488467 / 9632389467. You can order your requirements
on their website also. Website http://www.healthyfarmfresh.com
Organic Vegetables: For your requirements of organic vegetables, you may contact Mr. Gautam Hegde at Ph.No: 8147978284.
Scheduled days of his visit to Suvidha are - Tuesdays and Fridays.
BigBasket: For your groceries, Vegetables, fruits, House Cleaning products etc., order online at www.bigbasket.com . All details
are available on the website.

o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

MEDICINES
Religare Medicals: Register with Religare to buy your medicines. Senior citizens get 10% discount.
Contact: 080-22956228 / 29. Senior citizens get 10% discount.
Shantha Pharma: For supply of your medicines to your door-step, contact 8867781822 / 9986003614. The shop is located on
Kanakapura Road about 5 Km from Suvidha. Senior citizens get 10% discount.
ASSISTED LIVING SERVICES
Home Medical Care Services: They provide dependable service of a Doctor, Physiotherapy, Nursing or Trained Attendant.
Please visit for details - www.portea.com or contact - Tel No: 080-33554554
Nightingale Home Health Services: Nightingales, renowned for providing personalised medical care for old since 1996, is well
acknowledged and acclaimed for its facilities and services. Guided by veterans, this institution has been recognized nationally
for its meritorious services. Specialized home health care service provides 24/7 expert dementia care; stroke recovery care,
pulmonology, wound care and physiotherapy at home services. Their general services include Doctor on call, Nurse on call,
Bedside attendants, Dental services at home, Lab. Investigations, Home infusion therapy, pharmacy service and post–operative
rehabilitation, Remote health monitoring, Colostomy and Tracheostomy and Tube feeding. In addition, the company provides
essential life saving equipment on hire.
Get in touch: Toll free No. 1800-103-4530; Tel. 080 453003300: Website: www.nightingales.in
Branch Manager Aishwarya at Jayanagar - Tel: 080 41410029
Beautiful Years Koramangala - Mobility Aids, Making homes elderly friendly (Toilets, Alarms, Cameras, Non-Slip coatings,
Bathroom Modifications and Grab Rails etc.
Tel: 08069400333, 9986928141(Saurabh and Pavitra): Website: https://www.beautifulyears. com
Agencies providing the attendants / home help:

Apna Care :
Tel: 080-30752584 ---- http://apnacare.in

Health Heal and Home Nursing : Contact Mr. Rohan: 9620416503 ; 080- 23203333
Pavan Surgicals - For BP Monitors and Mobility Aids, Wheel Chairs - Manager (Naveen) Tel: +91 9844682309
TRANSPORT
Special-Needs Taxi Services: It is only to be seen to believe it. Please visit website for complete details:
www.kickstartcabs.com – or contact Tel: 8105600445
Balaji Taxi Services – Reliable taxi services are being provided by this agency. For booking and other details contact – Mr.
Srinivas – Land line 080 50771881, Mobile – 9845365245
Auto Riksha Services – Reliable Auto services are being provided by Mr. Narasimha Raju. For booking and other details
contact – Mobile: 9900327822 / 9980627163
PEST CONTROL
M/s. Maker Pest Control: They can provide pest control services at your cottage. For details contact at Ph.No. 080 26608519,
9886743177 ; Email - makerpestcontrol@gmail.com
***@@@***
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